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Introduction

This paper is devoted to constrained problems of multiobjective optimization given by:
minimize

F(x)

subject to

x

E

fl C X,

(1.1)

where the cost mapping F: X ~ Z between Banach spaces is generally set-valued, and
where "minimization" is understood with respect to some partial ordering on Z. In this
setting, (1.1) is a problem of constrained set-valued optimization, while the term "vector
optimization" is conventionally used when F = f: X -> Z is a single-valued mapping.
Therefore, we utilize the name of "multiobjective optimization" to unify both classes of
set-valued and vector optimization problems under consideration.
Let Z be a partially ordered Banach space, where the partial order is generated by a
non empty cone e f= 0, which we always assume to be closed and convex while not generally
pointed. Denoting the ordering relation on Z by ":'0", we have:
ZJ

:'0

Z2

if and only if

Z2 - ZJ E

e.

(1.2)

Given a nonempty subset 3 C Z and a point z E 3, we recall the classical notion of vector
optimality: z E 3 is a minimal point of 3, known also as a Pareto optimal point or as an
efficient point of 3, if

3 n (z- e) = {z} or, equivalently, (3- z) n (-e) = {0}.

(1.3)

Considering now the multiobjective optimization problem (1.1) defined via a set-valued
mapping F: X ~ Z with the graph

gphF := {(x,z) EX x

1

Zl z E F(x)},

we say as usual that (x,z) E gphF is a local minimizer to (1.1) if x E !1 and there is a
neighborhood U of x such that z is a minimal point of the image set

U F(x),

3=F(!1nU):=

xEOnU

which means by definition (1.3) that

F(!1 n U) n (x- 8) = {z}.

(1.4)

If U = Z in (1.4), then the point (x, z) is called a minimizer to problem (1.1).
There are various modifications of the above efficiency notion intensively studied in the
literature; see, e.g., the books [4, 10, 11, 14, 16] with the references and discussions therein.
A lot of attention has been paid to the weak counterpart of definition (1.4) related to the
usage of certain scalarization techniques involving eventually applications of convex separation theorems and their variants; see [10, 11, 14] for more details. On the other hand, it
has been well recognized that the weak efficiency /weak Pareto optimality and associated
scalarization techniques lead to serious limitations from the viewpoints of adequate descriptions of vector optimization problems and practical applications. To eliminate some of these
disadvantages, the notion of proper efficiency was introduced by Geoffrion [9] following the
pioneering work by Kuhn and Tucker [13]; see also the subsequent papers by Borwein [6]
and Benson [5] for significant improvements of proper efficiency.
In this paper we pay the main attention to the notion of super efficiency introduced by
Borwein and Zhuang [8] and then studied in many publications; see, e.g., [8, 12, 20] and
the references therein. This notion refines and/ or unifies various modifications of proper
efficiency and reflects crucial features of solutions to vector optimization problems important
from the viewpoints of both the theory and applications. We refer the reader to [8] for
various characterizations of super efficiency and its relationships with other solution notions
in multiobjective optimizations and economics.
The primary goal of this paper is to derive verifiable necessary conditions for super
efficiency using modern variational principles and variational techniques together with advanced constructions of generalized differentiation. Our approach is mainly based on the
extremal principle of variational analysis, which can be viewed as a variational counterpart of the local separation principle in nonconvex settings; see the books [15, 16] for all
the details on the extremal principle and its numerous applications to various problems of
scalar and vector optimization, economics, control theory, etc. We also refer the reader to
more recent papers [1, 2, 3], where the extremal principle and the corresponding results of
the well-developed generalized differential calculus generated by the extremal principle are
applied to deriving the existence theorems and necessary optimality /suboptimality conditions for efficient and weakly efficient solutions to multiobjective problems with general and
structural constraints. In particular, it is proved in [3] that the condition

o E IJF(x, z) + N(x; !1)

(1.5)

is necessary for local efficient points/minimizers to problem (1.1), and it is also necessary
for weak local minimizers to (1.1) provided that int 8 # 0. To formulate (1.5), we use the
appropriate notions of generalized normals to sets and subgradients of set-valued mappings
defined and discussed below in Section 2. In this paper we use these and related generalized
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differential constructions to obtain new necessary optimality conditions for super minimizers
to the general constrained multiobjective problem (1.1) and its specifications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present and briefly
discuss some major tools of variational analysis and generalized differentiation widely used
in formulating and proving the main results. Section 3 is devoted to deriving qualified
necessary optimality conditions for super minimizers to (1.1) under general assumptions on
the initial data expressed in terms of coderivatives of the cost mapping F. We also present
in this section new necessary conditions for super minimal points of sets. In Section 4 we
establish relationships between coderivatives and subdifferentials of set-valued mappings,
which are certainly of independent interest, and then derive subdifferential conditions for
super minimizers to multiobjective problems. The subdifferential conditions are generally
independent of the coderivative ones from Section 3 and require additional assumptions on
the initial data, while on the other hand they improve the latter in many important settings.
The major results obtained in both Section 3 and Section 4 are illustrated by examples and
are compared with those known in the literature.
Throughout the paper we use standard notation of variational analysis; cf. [15, 19].
Recall that IN := {1, 2, ... } and that lB and JB• stand, respectively, for the closed unit
balls in the Banach space in question and its topological dual. Given a set-valued mapping
F: X =t X' between a Banach X and its dual X', the symbol
Lims:'pF(x) :=
x-x

{x' EX' I

3 sequences

Xk - t

X and xk

with xk E F(xk) for all k E

w•
--+

x*
(1.6)

IN}

signifies the sequential Painleve-Kuratowski upperjouter limit ofF at x in the norm topology
of X and weak' topology w' of X*.

2

Basic Tools of Variational Analysis

In this section we briefly overview some basic generalized differential constructions and
related notions of variational analysis widely used in formulations and proofs of our main
results of the paper. We follow the recent books by Mordukhovich [15, 16], where the
reader can find more details, discussions and references. We also refer the reader to the
now classical book by Rockafellar and Wets [19] in finite dimensions and to the recent book
by Borwein and Zhu [7] in Frechet smooth spaces for related and additional material on
variational analysis, generalized differentiation, and their applications.
Let !1 C X be a subset of a Banach space, .and let x E !1. The (basic, limiting,
Mordukhovich) normal cone to !1 at x is defined by
N(x; !1) := LimsupN,(x; !1)

(2.1)

x-x
<)0

via the sequential Painleve-Kuratowski outer limit (1.6) of the sets of €-normals

N,(x;O) := {x' EX'

.
(x', u- x)
I limn
sup llu- xll :S €}'

x En,

(2.2)

u->x

n

~

rt

where u __,X means that u--> X with u En, and where N,(x; !1) := 0 whenever X nand
€ ?: 0. When € = 0, the construction (2.2) is known as the Frechetjregular normal cone
3

to !1 at x. Furthermore, we can equivalently put c = 0 in (2.1) if the space X is Asplund
while the set !1 is locally closed around X.
Recall that a Banach space X is Asplund if any convex continuous function is densely
Fn\chet differentiable on X. This class· is sufficiently broad including, in particular, all
reflexive Banach spaces and Banach spaces with separable duals. There are many equivalent
descriptions of Asplund spaces that can be found, e.g., in [7, 15] and the references therein.
In contrast to the sets of £-normals (2.2), the normal cone (2.1) is nonconvex in common
finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional situations enjoying nevertheless full calculus in
Asplund spaces and partly in the general Banach space setting; see [15] for a comprehensive
study based on the extremal principle and related tools of variational analysis.
Given a set-valued mapping F: X =t Z between Banach spaces, consider two coderivatives ofF at the point (x, z) E gphF: the normal coderivative

I

DjyF(x,z)(z*) := {x* EX* (x*,-z*) E N((x,z);gphF)}

(2.3)

and the mixed coderivative ofF at (x, z) defined by

Dfl.1 F(x,z)(z*) := { x* EX*[

:J
::J

O
Ek +1 l

( Xk, Zk ) gph
F
----+

* w•
*
-t X ,

( _ _)
X, Z

Xk

1

(2.4)

with (x;;,-zk) E N,((xk,zk);gphF),
where one can equivalently put Ek = 0 if both spaces X and Z are Asplund and if the
graph ofF is locally closed around (x, z). We always omit z in these coderivative notation
ifF= f: X--> Z is single-valued. It easily follows from (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4) above that

D"MF(x,z)(z*) c DivF(x,z)(z*) for all z* E Z*,
where equality holds and we use the common symbol D* F(x, fi) for both coderivatives when,
in particular, dim Z < oo. Moreover, we have

Divf(x)(z') = D"Mf(x)(z') = {V'f(x)*z*} for all z* E Z*
iff: X--> Z is strictly differentiable at x with the derivative \7 f(x), i.e.,
lim f(x)-f(u)-(\i'f(x),x-u) =O
x,u~x

which is automatic when

llx- uil

'

f E C 1 around this point.

Let us now consider the case of a mapping F: X =t Z between Banach spaces with the
range space Z partially ordered via (1.2) by a closed and convex cone e c Z. Define the
epigraph of F with respect to the ordering cone e by
epiF := {(x,z) EX x Zl z E F(x)

+ 8}

and the associated epigraphical multifunction [ F: X =t Z by

£p(x) := {z

E

Zl z E F(x) + 8}.

(2.5)

Given (x,z) E epiF, we define the basic/normal subdifferential ofF at the point (x,z) in
the direction z* E Z* by

8F(x, z)(z') := Djy£p(x, z)(z*).
4

(2.6)

This construction relates to the normal subdifferential ofF at (x, z) introduced in [2] by
oF(x,z) := {x*

EX* I x* E Divt:p(x,z)(z*),

-z*

EN(0;8), llz*ll

=

1}.

(2.7)

If <p: X--+ 1R := (-oo,oo] is an extended-real-valued function finite at x with z = <p(x),
the subdifferential construction (2.7) with e = IR+ reduces to the basic/limiting subdifferential by Mordukhovich; see [15] and the references therein. In Section 4 we establish new
relationships between the subdifferentials of set-valued mappings F with values in partially
ordered spaces and coderivatives of such mappings versus coderivatives of the associated
epigraphical multifunctions.
In what follows we also need the singular subdifferential of F at (x, z) defined by

8 00 F(x, z)

:= D'Mt:p(x, z)(O),

(2.8)

which brings nontrivial information only for mappings that do not exhibit a certain Lipschitzian behavior. Namely, we have

o

00

F(x,z) =

{0}

(2.9)

ifF is epi-Lipschitz-like (ELL) around (x,z) E epiF in the sense that there are neighborhoods U of x and V of z and a number e ~ 0 such that
t:p(x) n V C t:p(u)

+ Rllx- ull

whenever x, u

EU.

(2.10)

One of the most important ingredients of variational analysis in infinite dimensions is
the necessity to impose some "normal compactness" properties, which are automatic in
finite dimensions while compensate the lack of compactness in infinite-dimensional spaces.
Let us recall some of such properties, which are needed in this paper; see [15, 16] for a comprehensive theory (including well-developed calculus/preservation rules) and applications
mainly based on the extremal principle.
Given a set-valued mapping F: X ==# Y between Banach spaces, we say that F is
sequentially normally compact (SNC) at (x, z) E gphF if for any sequences of elements
(ck> Xk, Zk, xi:,, zk) E JR X X X Z X X* X Z* satisfying

(2.11)
one has the implication

(xi;, zk) ,_: (0, 0)

==?

ll(xi;, zk)ll-+ 0

as k--+

oo,

while £k can be equivalently omitted in (2.11) if X and Z are Asplund spaces and if the
graph ofF is locally closed around (x, z).
A set !1 C Z is SNC at z E !1 if the constant mapping F = !1 has this property.
In [15], the reader can find a number of efficient conditions ensuring the fulfillment of the
SNC property of sets and mappings (in particular, the so-called "compactly epi-Lipschitzian
property" in the sense of Borwein and Str6jwas.). In the case of mappings, the following
partial modification of the SNC property happens to be more appropriate for many applications including those in this paper: F: X ==# Z is partially SNC (PSNC) at (x, z) E gph F
if for any sequences satisfying (2.11) we have the implication
w•

[

xk ~ 0, IIzZI!--+ 0]

==?

llxi;ll--+ 0
5

as k--+

oo.

In particular, the latter property is automatic ifF is Lipschitz-like (or "pseudo-Lipschitz"
in the sense of Aubin) around (x, z), which is defined as in (2.10) with the replacement of
Ep by F and seems to be the most natural extension of Lipschitzian behavior to set-valued
mappings; see [15, 19] for more details and discussions.
Considering next a mapping F: X =it Z whose range space is partially ordered by
the orde1ing cone 8 c Z, we use in what follow an appropriate modification of the PSNC
property. The mapping F is said to be partially sequentially normally epi-compact (partially
SNEC) at (x, z) E epi F if the epigraphical multifunction Ep is PSNC at this point. The
latter holds for any mapping F that is ELL around (x, z).

3

Coderivative Conditions for Super Minimizers in Multiobjective Problems

This section is devoted to establishing general qualified necessary optimality conditions for
super minimizers to the constrained multiobjective optimization problem (1.1) in terms of
the normal and mixed coderivatives of the set-valued or single-valued cost mapping F and
the limiting normals to the constraint set n defined in Section 2.
First we recall the notion of super minimal points to arbitrary subsets of partially
ordered spaces introduced by Borwein and Zhuang [8]. Given a subset 3 of a Banach space
Z ordered via (1.2) by a closed and convex cone 8 C Z, we say that z E 3 is a super
minimal point of 3 if there is a number M > 0 such that

cJ [cone (3- z)] n (JB- 8) c MIB,

(3.1)

where "cone" stands for the conic hull spanned on the set 3-z, with the subsequent closure
"cl", and where IB signifies the closed unit ball of Z. It is easy to see that (3.1) can be
equivalently expressed as:

liz- zll $ Mllvll

for any z E 3 and v E Z satisfying z- z::; v.

It is immediately implied by (1.3) and (3.1) that every super minimal point of 3 is surely
a minimal/efficient/Pareto point of this set. The notion of super minimal points for sets
naturally induces the following definition of super minimizers to constrained multiobjective
problems in form (1.1), which is the main object of our study in this paper.

Definition 3.1 (super minimizers to multiobjective problems) Let (x,z) E gphF
with X E fl. Then (x, z) is a LOCAL SUPER MINIMIZER to problem (1.1) if there is a
neighborhood U of x such that z is a super minimal point of the image set
3:=F(flnU)=

U F(x),
xEOnU

which can be equivalently written as follows: there is M > 0 such that

liz- zll $Mil vii

whenever x E fl n U, z E F(x), v E Z with z-

As always, (x, z) is a SUPER

MINIMIZER

z $ v.

to (1.1) if we can choose U =X in (3.2).
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(3.2)

Our first theorem provides qualified necessary optimality conditions for super minimizers
to problem (1.1) in terms of the normal coderivative (2.3) to F and the limiting normal cone
(2.1) to !1, with the qualification condition expressed via the mixed coderivative (2.4) of the
cost mapping. On the other hand, in the proof of this theorem we use some well-known subdifferential constructions for extended-real-valued functions and certain important results
for them recalled in what follows.
Given <p: X ---> JR. finite at x and given E 2:: 0, define the E-subdifferential of <p at x by

§,<p(x) := {x* E X*lliminf <p(x)- <p(x)- (x*,x- x) ;:,:
x~x

llx- xll

-E}.

(3.3)

For E = 0, construction (3.3) is known as the Prechetjregular subdifferential of <p at x and
is denoted by a<p(x). It is well known that the latter subdifferential a<p(x) reduces to the
classical subdifferential of convex analysis for convex functions <p, while it may be empty
for simple nonconvex functions as, e.g., for <p(x) = -lxl at 0 E JR..
Another disadvantage of (3.3) is a poor pointwise calculus; e.g., the standard sum rule
a(<pt + <fJ2)(x) C {j<pt(X) + {j<p2(x) does not hold in elementary situations. Recently the
following rather surprising sum rule

n

(3.4)

has been discovered in [17] for arbitrary extended-real-valued functions on Banach spaces
provided that the upper counterpart of the Frechet subdifferential

§+<p(x) := -8(-<p)(x)
of <p 1 at xis nonempty in (3.4); see [15, 17] for verifiable conditions ensuring this property.
Another subdifferential construction used in what follows is the (basic, limiting, Mord ukhovich) subdifferential of <p : X ---> JR. finite at x defined by

8<p(x) := Limsupa,<p(x),

(3.5)

x.:f..x

£!0

where the symbol x!:. x stands for x---> x with <p(x)---> <p(x), and where we can equivalently
put E = 0 if the space X is Asplund and if the function <p is lower semicontinuous (i.s.c.)
around x. We have the basic subdifferential sum rule

(3.6)
provided that the X is Asplund and that 'PI is Lipschitz continuous around x while 'P2 is
l.s.c. around this point; see [15, Theorem 2.33].
Now we are ready to formulate and prove the main coderivative necessary conditions
for super minimizers to the constrained multiobjective problem (1.1).
Theorem 3.2 (general necessary coderivative conditions for super minimizers).
Let (x, z) E gphF be a local super minimizer to problem (1.1), where the spaces X and Z
are Asplund, and where Z is partially ordered via (1.2) by a closed and convex cone 8 c Z.
Assume that the graph ofF and the set !1 are locally closed around (x, z) and x, respectively,
and that the cone 8 is SNC at the origin. FUrthermore, impose the requirements:
7

(a) either F is PSNC at (x, z), or f! is SNC at x;
(b) the qualification condition on {F, f!} is satisfied:
DMF(x, z)(O) n (- N(x; r!)) = {0},

(3.7)

which both hold automatically when F is Lipschitz-like around (x, z).
Then taking M > 0 from Definition 3.1 of local super minimizers and taking any v* from
the closed unit ball of Z*, we find -z* E N(0;8) with llz*ll :'::: M such that
0 E DjyF(x, z)(z*- v*)

+ N(x; f!).

(3.8)

Proof. Given a local super minimizer (x, z) to problem (1.1), fix a neighborhood U of x
and a number M > 0 from Definition 3.1 such that relationship (3.2) is satisfied. Consider
the distance function de : Z -> IR to the closed and convex set z - e c Z omitting z in the
notation of de for simplicity. Fix z E Z and take any 1 > 0. Then there is 8 E e such that
llvll :'::: de(z)

+"'

(3.9)

for v := z- z +e.

Since z- z :'::: v by (1.2) and since 1 > 0 is chosen arbitrarily in (3.9), we conclude from
(3.9) and the underlying super minimizer relationship (3.2) that
liz- zll :'::: Mde(z) for all z E F(x) with x E f! n U.

(3.10)

To proceed further, we build three subsets of X x Z by
At:= gphF,

Az := f! x Z,

A:= At n Az

and define an extended-real-valued function <p: X x Z
<p(x, z) :=-liz- zll

->

(3.11)

JR by

+ M de(z) + 6((x, z); A),

(3.12)

where 6(·;A) is the indicator function of A equal to 0 on A and to oo on its complement.
It easily follows from (3.10)-(3.12) that (x, z) is a local minimizer to <p over X x Z.
Then the generalized Fermat rule from [15, Proposition 1.114] gives
0 E a<p(x, z) =

8[- II . -zll + M de(·)+ 6(·; A)] (x, z).

(3.13)

Employing now the Frechet subdifferential sum rule (3.4) to the functions
'PI (x, z) :=-liz- zll and <pz(x, z) := Mde(z)

+ 6( (x, z); A)

in (3.13) and taking into account that

8+( -II· -zll)(x,E) = -8(11· -EII)(x,z) = {o}

x IB*

via the closed unit ballJB* in Z*, we obtain in this way that

a[- II . -Ell+ (M de(·) +6(·; A)) l(x, z) c

n [(o,

z*) + a(Mde(·) +6(·; A))(x, E)].

z"'ElB"'

The latter inclusion implies by (3.13) that

{0}

X

IB* c a(Mde(·)

+ 6(·; A))(x, E)
8

c a(Mde(-) + 6(·; A))(x, z).

(3.14)

Since the product space X x Z is Asplund, we apply the basic subdifferential sum rule (3.6)
to the semi-Lipschitzian sum in (3.14) and get the inclusion

{O} x IB* c 8(Mde(-))(x, z) + 8o((x, .z); A)= {O} x M8de(z)

+ 8o((x, .z); A),

(3.15)

where the last representation is due to de(·) = de(z). Taking now into account that

o((x,z);A)) = N((x,z);At nA2) and that
8de(z) = IB* n N(z; z- 8) = IB* n (- N(O; 8))
by [15, Theorem 1.96], we get from (3.15) that

{O} x IB* c {O} x [MJB*n( -N(0;8))] +N((x,z);AtnA2)·

(3.16)

To proceed further in (3.16), we employ the intersection rule for basic normals from [15,
Theorem 3.4] to the intersection At n A2 of the sets At and A2 defined in (3.11). It is easy
to check that assumption (a) of the theorem and structures (3.11) of the sets Ai ensure that
either At is PSNC at (x, z) with respect to X and the other set !12 is strongly PSNC at this
point with respect to Z, or A2 is SNC at (x, z). It also follows from the structures of the set
At and A2 that the qualification condition (3.7) in terms of the mixed coderivative of the
cost mapping F implies the limiting qualification condition imposed in [15, Theorem 3.4].
Thus we get the inclusion
(3.17)
Substituting finally (3.17) into (3.16) with taking into account the structures of Ai and
definition (2.3) of the normal coderivative, we arrive at the necessary condition (3.8) with
-z* E N(O; 8) and [[z'[[ S M and thus complete the proof of the theorem.
/':,
Remark 3.3 (qualified form of optimality conditions). Note that the necessary conditions for super minimizers obtained in Theorem 3.2 are of qualified form provided that
8 of {0}. The latter means that we do not have
z'- v' = 0 for all v* E JB* with - z* E N(O; 8)

in (3.8). Indeed, the opposite immediately yields that

IB' c N(O;G) = Z*
and therefore 8 = {0}, a contradiction.
Before deriving other necessary conditions for super minimizers to the general constrained multiobjective problem (1.1) and its specifications, let us present two simple examples illustrating the application of the results obtained in Theorem 3.2, their comparison
with the corresponding necessary conditions for Pareto minimizers and weak Pareto minimizers, and also discuss the relationships of the results obtained for super minimizers with
those known in the literature.
Example 3.4 (illustration of necessary conditions for super minimizers). Consider problem (1.1) with 8 = .IR~ (the nonnegative orthant of .IR2 ), n = .IR, and the
constant set-valued mapping F: 1R ==t JR2 given by
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It is easy to check that (x, z) = (0, 0) E JR x JR2 is a super minimizer to the problem under
consideration; actually it is a super minimal point of the set 3 in (3.18). All the assumptions
of Theorem 3.2 are trivially satisfied. By definition of the basic normal cone (2.1) we have
N(O;JR~)

= IR'2__

and N({O,O);epiF)

= {0} x A,

where

Since JR~ + A = JR2, for any v from the closed unit ball of JR2 we find u E JR 2 with
-u E N(O; JR~) = JR~ such that v-uE A. Thus
0 E D' F(O, O)(v- u) = D' F(O, O)(v- u)

+ N(O; IR)

for the vectors v and u under consideration, and the optimality condition (3.8) is satisfied.
The next example shows that the necessary condition (1.5) for minimizers and weak
minimizers to problem (1.1) recently obtained in [2, 3] does not provide a necessary condition
for super minimizers.
Example 3.5 (comparison with necessary conditions for minimizers and weak
minimizers). Consider problem (1.1) with 8 = IR~, !1 = IR, and the set-valued cost
mapping F: IR :::4 JR2 given by

F(x) ""JR2 \IR~ with epiF = gphF.
It is easy to see that (x, z) = (0, 0) E JR x JR2 is a weak minimizer to the problem (1.1) under
consideration (actually it is a weak efficient point of the set JR2 \ (intJR~)) while it is not
a super minimizer to this problem. Let us check the fulfillment of the necessary conditions
(1.5) and (3.8). We directly compute the corresponding co derivative and subdifferential
used in (1.5) and (3.8). Indeed, we have
N((O,O);epiF) = N((O,O);gphF) = {o} x bdJR~,
0 if UJ = 0 and u2 ~ 0,
D' F(O, O)(u1, u2) = 8F(O, O)(u~, u2) = 0 if u2 = 0 and u 1 ~ 0,
{
0 otherwise,
and so the necessary condition (1.5) is satisfied for (0, 0). Taking now arbitrary vectors

we immediately arrive at the following relationships for these vectors:
UJ- VJ

> 0, u2- v2 > 0, and D' F(O, O)(u- v)

=

0,

which show that the condition (3.8) is not satisfied. This confirms by Theorem 3.2 that
(0, 0) is not a super minimizer to the problem (1.1) under consideration.
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Remark 3.6 (comparison with known conditions for super minimizers). Quite
recently, Huang [12] has obtained necessary conditions for super minimizers to problem
(1.1) that are expressed in terms of the Clarke generalized differential constructions and
extend previous results in this direction; see [12] for more discussions and references. Taking
into account the relationship between the Clarke normal cone and our basic normal cone
from [15, Theorem 3.57], the main necessary conditions derived in [12] can be written in
the form of Theorem 3.2 with the replacement of (3.8) by

0 ED' F(x, z)(z* - v')

+ cl'co N(x; !1),

(3.19)

where "cl'co" stands for the convex closure of a dual space subset in the corresponding
weak' topology, and where we use the notation

I

D' F(x, z)(u*) := { x' EX' (x', -u') E cl'coN((x, z); gphF)}.

(3.20)

The necessary conditions of [12] are justified under certain tangential qualification assumptions and interiority.type requirements, which are significantly more restrictive than the
qualification assumption (3.7) and the PSNC/SNC properties imposed in Theorem 3.2. We
are not going to discuss these relationships in more detail here while focusing only on the
comparison between necessary optimality conditions (3.8) and (3.19).
It turns out that condition (3.19) is not just trivially implied by (3.8) but the convexification operation in (3.20) may dmmatically enlarge the first set on the right-hand
side of (3.8)-as much as often getting there the whole space-in many situations important for both the theory and application. More precisely, for any locally Lipschitzian
single-valued mapping F: X --> Z the convexified normal cone in (3.20) is always a linear
subspace of
X Z* whose dimension is not less than m if
= mm; see [15, Theorem 3.62
and Corollary 3.67]. Moreover, these facts hold not only for graphs of single-valued locally Lipschitzian mappings but also for set-valued mappings whose graphs are Lipschitzian
manifolds, or hemi-Lipschitzian sets; see [15, Theorem 3.72]. The latter objects include
maximal monotone operators and subdifferential mappings for convex and major classes of
nonconvex (e.g., prox-regular) functions typically encountered in variational analysis and
optimization; see more details and discussions in [15, Subsection 1.2.2 after Definition 1.45].
When both spaces X and Z are finite-dimensional, the afore-mentioned results go back to
the seminal paper by Rockafellar [18]. These discussions reveal therefore crucial limitations
of the optimality condition (3.19) in comparison with the new one in (3.8).

x·

z

A visible disadvantage of the optimality condition (3.8) in Theorem 3.2 is that it involves
all elements v* from the unit ball of z• and does not constructively specify the choice of
the corresponding normal -z' E N(O; e). The next theorem establishes a new version of
necessary conditions for super minimizers to (1.1) that is more verifiable and convenient for
applications. Its proof requires, however, the additional interiority assumption
int N(O; e)

f

f/J

(3.21)

imposed on the ordering cone e. Note that assumption (3.21) does not require that int e f 0
and automatically holds provided that the cone e is closed and convex with a bounded base,
i.e., when there is a bounded convex set e B c Z such that
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Theorem 3.7 (verifiable conditions for super minimizers under the interiority
assumption). Let (x, z) E gphF be a local super minimizer to problem (1.1) under all
the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. Suppose in addition that 8 f {0} and that the interiority
requirement (3.21) is satisfied. Then there is -z* E intN(O;E>) with liz* II= 1 such that

o E D'JvF(x, z)(z*) + N(x; 0).

(3.22)

Proof. It immediately follows from the set inclusion (3.16) justified in Theorem 3.2 that

{O} x JB* c {O} x (- N(O; E>))

+ N((x,z);A)

(3.23)

with the closed unit ball JB* C Z* and the intersection set A defined in (3.11). Denoting

C* := {z* E Z*J (O,z') E N((x,z);A)},

(3.24)

we have from (3.23) that JB* c C* - N(O; E>) and hence the space Z* admits the representation Z' = C*- N(O; E>), since the latter sets are cones. Using this decomposition of
Z* and the interiority assumption of the theorem, pick an element u* E int N(O; E>) and
represent it as u' = c*- p' with c' E C* and p' E N(O; E>). Thus

c' =u' +p' E intN(O;E>)+N(O;E>)

c

(3.25)

intN(O;E>).

It follows from (3.25) that c* f 0; otherwise 0 E int N(O; E>) and hence N(O; E>) = Z*, which
contradicts the assumption E> f {0} of the theorem. Letting now z* := -c' /llc'll, we get
from the structures of C' in (3.24) and A in (3.11) that

(0,-z') E N((x,z);A 1 nA2) with - z' E intN(O;E>) and

liz* II= 1.

(3.26)

Employing finally the intersection rule (3.17) justified in the proof of Theorem 3. 2, we anive
from (3.26) to all the conclusions of this theorem.
,6
Note that the new necessary condition (3.22) is more convenient to deal with in comparison with the previous condition (3.8) from Theorem 3.2. To illustrate this, consider
Example 3.5. It immediately follows from the explicit formula for computing the coderivative presented above that there is no -z* E int N(O; E>) = int IR'l_ satisfying (3.22). Thus
(x, z) = (0, 0) is not a super minimizer to the multiobjective problem under consideration.
Finally in this section, we present new necessary conditions for super minimal points of
sets that follow from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.7.
Corollary 3.8 (necessary conditions for super minimal points of sets). Let Z be
an Asplund space partially ordered by a closed and convex cone E> C Z that is SNC at the
origin. If z E 3 is a super minimal point of the set 3 C Z locally closed around z, then for
any v' from the closed unit balllB' of Z* there is z* E N(O; E>) such that

z'- v* E N(z; 3) and

liz' II

S M,

{3.27)

where M > 0 is taken from definition (3.1) of the super minimal point. If furthermore
intN(O;E>) f 0, than there is z' E Z' with liz' II= 1 such that

z' E N(z;3) and z' E intN(O;E>).
12

(3.28)

Proof. The first assertion of the corollary involving condition (3.27) follows from Theorem 3.2 applied to the constant mapping F(x) 3 and n =X. It is easy to see that (3.27)
follows from the coderivative condition (3.8) due to the product formula

=

(0,-z') E N((x,z);gphF) = {0} x N(z;3).
In the same way condition (3.28) follows from condition (3.22) of Theorem 3. 7.

/':,.

Comparing condition (3.28) for super minimal points with condition (1.5) for minimal
and weak minimal ones and taking into account the subdifferential construction (2.3) in
(1.5), observe that the main difference between the necessary conditions for super minimal
and minimal/weak minimal points is that we get -z' belonging to the interior of N(O; 8)
in the first case in comparison with just -z' E N(O; 8) in the second one. Furthermore,
the necessary condition (3.28) for super minimal points to 3 yields

N(z; 3)- N(O; 8) = Z'
due to intN(O; 8)

# 0, which obviously implies the condition
0 E int (- cl'coN(0;8) + cl'coN(z;3))

established in [20] under significantly more restrictive assumptions.
Finally in this section, let us illustrate the efficiency of the more involved necessary
condition (3.27) for super minimal points in the situation when condition (3.28) is not
applicable. Consider the ordering cone e c JR 2 given by
8 := { z E JR2 1 ZJ ;:o: 0},

which is obviously not pointed with the empty interior of the normal cone

N(O;e) = {z

E

IR2 1 z1 ~

o,

z2

= 0}.

Taking the set 3 := e and the point 0 E 3, we cannot employ condition (3.28) to check the
super minimality of this point. On the other hand, choosing (VJ, v2) = (0, 1) E JB, we have
Z2 = 0 for any (z~o Z2) E N(O; e), and hence (zi -VJ, Z2- v2) = (zJ, 1) ¢ N(O; 3). Condition
(3.27) allows us to conclude that 0 is not a super minimal point of the set 3 with respect
to the ordering cone e under consideration.

4

Coderivative-Subdifferential Relationships and Subdifferential Conditions for Super Minimizers

The primary goal of this section is to derive necessary conditions of the subdifferential type
for super minimizers to the original multiobjective problem (1.1). We derive subdifferential
conditions under some additional assumptions in comparison with the coderivative ones in
Section 3 and establish relationships between these two types of necessary conditions for
super minimizers to (1.1). To proceed, we first discuss relationships between coderivatives
and subdifferentials of general set-valued mappings between Banach spaces for which the
range spaces are partially ordered by a closed and convex cone. The results obtained in this
direction are certainly of independent interest.
The following property of set-valued and single-valued mappings with partially ordered
range spaces generalizes the classical lower semicontinuity of extended-real-valued functions
being important for deriving coderivative-subdifferential relationships.
13

Definition 4.1 (order semicontinuity of set-valued mappings). Let F: X =t Z be a
set-valued mapping between two Banach spaces, where the range space Z is partially ordered
via (1.2) by a closed and convex cone 8 c Z. We say that F is ORDER SEMI CONTINUOUS at
(x,z) E gphF if for any sequence {(xk,zk)} c epiF there is a sequence {(xk,vk)} c gphF
with Vk :'0 Zk such that {vk} contains a subsequence converging to z.
It is easy to see that, besides lower semicontinuous extended-real-valued functions, this
class contains every single-valued mapping f: X ---> Z continuous at x. Let us present a
general condition ensuring the fulfillment of order semicontinuity for a large class of setvalued mappings at minimal/efficient points of the corresponding image sets. Recall that
by (1.3) the minimal set to B with respect to the ordering cone 8 is described by
MinB:={zEBiz-zrfc8 whenever zEB,

zfz}.

Proposition 4.2 (sufficient conditions for order semicontinuity). Let F: X .=t Z
be closed-graph and locally compact around x E dom F in the setting of Definition 4.1. Then
it is ordersemicontinuous at (x,z) for every z EMinF(x).
Proof. Fix z E Min F(x) and take any sequence { (xk, zk)} C epi F converging to (x, z).
By definition of the epigraph epiF, select a sequence {vk} satisfying

Vk E F(xk) and Vk :'0 Zk for all k E IN.

(4.1)

By the assumed local compactness ofF around x, we suppose without loss of generality that
the sequence {vk} converges to some point iJ, which belongs to F(x) due to the closed-graph
property of F around x. To justify the order semicontinuity of F at (x, z), it remains to
show that iJ = z. To proceed, we suppose that iJ i z, i.e., that

v-z E Z\ (-8).
Since the complement Z \ ( -8) is an open subset of Z, there is a number 'rJ > 0 such that

(v + rJlB)- (z + rJlB) c z \ (-8).
Taking into account that Zk

Vk- Zk

z and vk ---> iJ as k ---> oo, we get from the last inclusion that
E Z \ {-8} or, equivalently, Vk i Zk

--->

for all k E IN sufficiently large. The latter clearly contradicts (4.1) and thus shows that
iJ :-:; z. By the choice of z E MinF(x) we get therefore that iJ = z, which completes that
proof of the proposition.
6
Observe that the choice of z E MinF(x) in Proposition 4.2 is essential for the validity
of the order semicontinuity property of F at ( x, z). To illustrate this, consider a mapping
F : 1R =t 1R defined by
F(x) :=

{O[0, 1]

if X f 0,
if X= 0.

Taking 1 E F(O) \(Min F(O)), we check that F is not order semicontinuous at (0, 1) E gphF.
Indeed, the sequence {(k- 1 , 1)} c epiF converges to (0, 1) while the uniquely corresponding
to it sequence from the graph {(k- 1 ,0)} c gphF converges to (0,0).
The above order semicontinuity property is crucial to establish the following relationships between the subdifferential (2.6) and the normal coderivative (2.3) of mappings in the
corresponding directions.
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Proposition 4.3 (relationships between subdifferentials and normal coderivatives of mappings). Let F: X ==# Z be a mapping between Banach spaces, where Z
is partially ordered by a closed and convex cone 8 C Z. Assume that F is order semicontinuous at (x,z) E gphF. Then we have the inclusion
8F(x, z)(z')

c

D'fvF(x, z)(z') for all z' E Z'.

(4.2)

Proof. Using the subdifferential definition (2.6) and taking any z' E z•, we fix some
subgradient x' E 8F(x, z)(z') := D'fvt:F(x, z)(z') and find by (2.3) and (2.1) sequences
O:k

l 0,

(xk,zk)-> (x,z), and (x;:,zk) ~ (x',z') ask-> oo satisfying

(xk,zk)EepiF and (xi;,-zk)EN,k((xk,zk);epiF),

kEIN.

(4.3)

By the order semicontinuity property of F at ( x, z), there is a sequence
vk E F(xk) with vk :'0 Zk and Vk

->

z as k

->

oo,

(4.4)

where we take all k E IN without loss of generality. It follows from the second inclusion in
(4.3) and definition (2.2) that for any -y > 0 there is '1 > 0 such that
(4.5)
whenever (x, z) E epiF, x E Xk + 1)1B, z E Zk + 1)1B, and k E IN. Using the construction of
epi F generated by the ordering cone e, we get the relationship
Zk =

Vk

+ ok

with some ok E

e,

k E IN.

(4.6)

Taking further an arbitrary vector (u,v) E epiF with u E Xk +1)1B and v E vk +1JlB, we
find (vk, lik) E Z x Z by the above epigraphical construction such that
v = vk

+ (jk

with vk E F(u) and (jk E 8,

k E IN.

(4.7)

Now we define the vector vk := v + (zk- vk) and get from (4.6), (4.7), and the convexity of
the ordering cone e that
vk = Vk

Since

llv!, -

Zk II = llv - Vk II :'0

+ Ok + Ok

1),

E F(u)

+ 8,

k E IN.

we have by the construction of Vk that

(u, vk) E epi F with u E Xk

+ 1)1B

and Vk E Zk + 1)JB.

Substituting now (u, vk) into the ck-normal relationship (4.5) and taking into account that
Vk - Zk = v - Vk, we get
((xi;,-z;:),(u,v)- (xk,vk))::; ('YHklll(u,v)- (xk.vk)ll,

kEN.

(4.8)

Since -y > 0 and (u, v) E (xk, vk) + 1)(1B x IB) were choso;n arl?_itrarily and since__!he sets of
£-normals enjoy the monotonicity property N,(fi; !1) C N,(y; !1) whenever fj E !1 C !1 and
c :::: 0, we arrive from (4.8) at the inclusions
(xj;,-z;:) E N,.((xk,vk);epiF) C N,k((xk,vk);gphF),

k E IN.

The latter gives, by (4.4) ask -> oo and definitions (2.1) and (2.3), that x' E D'fvF(x, z)(z'),
which ensures (4.2) and completes the proof of the proposition.
D.
The next proposition establishes relationships between the mixed coderivatives (2.4)
of the mapping F and the associated epigraphical multifunction (2.5), which implies the
opposite inclusion in (4.2) when dimZ < oo.
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Proposition 4.4 (relationships between mixed coderivatives of mappings and
the associated epigraphical multifunctions). Let F: X ==t Z be a set-valued mapping
between Banach spaces under the assumptions of Proposition 4.3 fulfilled at some point
(x,z) E gphF. Then we have the inclusion
D'MF(x,z)(z*)

c

D'MEp(x,z)(z*) whenever

j~t (~~·~~~)

=: v

> 0.

(4.9)

Proof. Pick any x* E D'MF(x, z)(z*), where z* E Z* satisfies the conditions in (4.9). By
the mixed coderivative definition (2.4) we find sequences €k
and z;; ---> z' as k ---> oo such that

1 0,

(xk, zk)---> (x, z), x'k "': x*,

(4.10)
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we can assume that zi, = z* for all k E IN,
since otherwise (x'k,-z') E N<,((xk,Zk);gphF) with €k := €k + llzi;- z*ll---> 0 ask---> oo.
To justify (4.9), let us first show that
(xi;,-z*) E N,,((xk,zk);epiF) for large k E IN.

(4.11)

Arguing by contradiction, suppose that (4.11) does not hold for the chosen element z*
satisfying the condition in (4.9) with some ll > 0 and a fixed number k E IN large enough
to have l!-€k > 0. Then we find a number 0 < 1 < l!-€k and a sequence {(ui,vi)} C epiF
with (ui, vi) ---> (xk, zk) as i---> oo such that

(4.12)
Using the order semicontinuity of F similarly to the proof of Proposition 4.3, we find a
sequence ih --+ Zk as i --+ oo such that
Vi= vi+ ei and Vi E F(ui) with some ei E 8 as i E IN.

(4.13)

If follows from the requirement on z' in (4.9) that (z*, ei) 2: viiOdl for all i E IN. Taking
this into account and substituting (ui,vi) from (4.13) into (4.12), we get by v > 1+ck that

((x'k, -z*), (u, Vi)-

(xk, Zk)J > (!

+ Ck)ll(ui, Vi+ ei)- (xk, Zk)ll + (z*' ei)

~ (I Hk) II (Ui, Vi) - (xk, Zk) II + viiOill - (! + Ck) IIOill
~ (! + €k)ll(ui, vi)- (xk, Zk)ll for all i E IN,

which means that (xi;,-z') ¢ N,,((xk,zk);gphF). The latter contradicts (4.10) and thus
justifies inclusion (4.11) for all k E IN sufficiently large, where we can replace z* by z;;---> z*.
Passing finally to the limit in (4.11) ask---> oo and taking into account definition {2.4) of
the mixed coderivative for the epigraphical multifunction (2.5), we get x* E D'MEp(x, z)(z*)
and complete the proof of the proposition.
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Let us present two corollaries of the results established in Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 ensuring the equality relationships between subdifferentials and coderivatives.
Corollary 4.5 (subdifferential-coderivative equality for set-valued mappings).
Let dim Z < oo under the assumptions of Proposition 4.3. Then
(z* e)
8F(x, z)(z*) = D' F(x, z)(z*) whenever inf - - ·- > 0.

eee
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e

11

(4.14)

Proof. This follows directly from inclusions (4.2) and (4.9), since the normal and mixed
coderivatives agree for mappings with finite-dimensional range spaces.
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Corollary 4.5 easily implies the unconditional equality between the basic/limiting subdifferential and the corresponding coderivative of l.s.c. extended-real-valued functions on
arbitrary Banach spaces. Note that, despite the range space of extended-real-valued functions <p: X -> JR. is not standard, the coderivative definition (2.3) involving only graphical
points gph <p C X x JR. makes sense in this case.
Corollary 4.6 (subdifferential-coderivative equality for lower semicontinuous functions). Let <p: X-> JR. be finite at x and l.s.c. around this point on the Banach space X.
Then we have the equality

o<p(x) = D*cp(x)(1).
Proof. Immediately follows from Corollary 4.5 with e

(4.15)

= R+

and z'

= 1.

The result obtained in Corollary 4.6 extends the one from [15, Theorem 1.80] established for continuous real-valued functions. The example presented right after the proof
of Theorem 1.80 in [15] shows that we do not have the equality o00 <p(x) = D*<p(x)(O) for
the singular subdifferential of continuous functions <p: JR. -> JR. This illustrates that the
requirement on z* imposed in (4.14) is essential.
Let us derive new necessary conditions for super minimizers to the constrained multiobjective problem (1.1) expressed via subdifferentials of the cost mapping. The coderivativesubdifferential relationships obtained above allow us to compare these subdifferential conditions for super minimizers with the coderivative ones derived in Section 3.
In accordance with the conventional terminology in multiobjective optimization (see,
e.g., [11, 14]), we say that the ordering cone e c Z has the normality property if its
combination (JB +e) n (JB- e) with the unit ball JB c Z is bounded. It is easy to see
that the normality property of e implies its pointedness, but not visa versa.
It is well known (see, e.g., [11, Lemma 3.14]), that every minimal point of B is also a
minimal point of the set B + e while the reversed implication holds if e is pointed. The
following lemma establishes similar (but somewhat different) relationships between super
minimal points of the sets B and B + e.
Lemma 4. 7 (relationships for super minimality). Let B C Z be a nonempty subset
of a Banach space ordered by a convex cone e. The following relationships hold:
(i) Every super minimal point of the set B + e is a super minimal point of the set B.
(ii) If the ordering cone e has the normality property, then every super minimal point
of the set B is a super minimal point of the set B +e.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows directly from the definition of super minimality (3.1). To
justify assertion (ii), fix an arbitrary super minimal point of the set B. By definition (3.1)
for any z E cone (B + e - z) n (lB - e) there are € E B, e E e, and t ~ 0 such that
z = t(€ + e- z) E JB- e. Thus we have t(€- z) E JB- e by the convexity of e. Then the
super minimality property (3.1) implies that
t(€-z) E cone(B-z)n(JB-e) cMJB,
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and therefore we arrive at the inclusion

z=

t(~-

z) +teE (MIB + 8) n (JB- 8).

By the normality property of 8, the set (JB + 8) n (JB- 8) is bounded, and hence there is
K > 0 such that z E K lB, which gives
cone(2+ 8- z) n (JB- 8) c KJB.
The latter justifies the super minimality of z for the set 3 + 8 and thus completes the proof
6
of the lemma.
Observe that the normality property of the ordering cone 8 in Lemma 4. 7(ii) cannot be
dropped. Indeed, consider the ordering cone 8 = {z E JR2 1 Z) :::: 0} and the set::::= {0} in
JR 2 . It is easy to check that 0 is a super minimal point of S but not of the set 3 + 8.
Now we are ready to derive subdifferential conditions for super minimizers to the original
multiobjective problem (1.1) of our study.
Theorem 4.8 (subdifferential conditions for super minimizers to multiobjective
problems). Let (x,z) E gphF be a local super minimizer to problem (1.1), where both
spaces X and Z are Asplund, and where Z is partially ordered via (1.2) by a closed and
convex cone 8 C Z satisfying the normality property. Assume that the epigraph ofF and
the set !1 are locally closed around (x, z) and x, respectively, that the cone E> is SNC at the
origin, and that the following requirements are fulfilled:

(a) either F is partially SNEC at (x,z), or !1 is SNC at x;
(b) the pair {F, !1} satisfies the qualification condition
a 00 F(x,z) n (- N(x;!!)) = {O},

(4.16)

where both requirements (a) and (b) hold automatically when F is ELL around (x, z).
Then taking M > 0 from Definition 3.1 of local super minimizers and taking any v* from
the closed unit ball of Z*, we find -z* E N(O; E>) with liz* II $ M such that
0 E oF(x, z)(z'- v')

Assuming in addition that intN(O;E>)

# 0,

+ N(x; !1).

we get -z' E intN(O;E>) with

o E aF(x, z)(z*) + N(x; !1).

(4.17)

llz*ll =

1 and
(4.18)

Proof. Considering the epigraphical multifunction [p from (2.5) and using the normality
property of the ordering cone E>, we conclude from Lemma 4.7(ii) that every local super
minimizer (x, z) E gph F to the original problem (1.1) is also a local super minimizer to the
auxiliary multiobjective problem:
minimize £p(x) subject to x E !1,

(4.19)

where the cost mapping F is replaced by its epigraphical multifunction. Applying now Theorem 3.2 to the new problem (4.19) and taking into account the subdifferential constructions
for set-valued mappings presented in Section 2 as well as the definitions and results for the
partial SNEC and ECC properties given therein, we derive the qualification condition (4.16)
and the optimality condition (4.17) of this theorem from the corresponding results of Theorem 3.2. The refined optimality condition (4.18) under the additional assumption on the
nonempty interior of N(O; E>) # 0 follows respectively from Theorem 3.7.
6
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Remark 4.9 (relationships between subdifferential and coderivative conditions
for super minimizers). We can see that both the assumptions and the optimality conditions of the coderivative results in Section 3 and the subdifferential results in Section 4
are generally independent. The relationships between them more or less revolve around the
relationships between the corresponding properties and graphs and epigraphs of set-valued
mappings with values in partially ordered spaces and between the generalized normals to
these sets. At the same time, the subdifferential results of Section 4 tend to be improvements of the corresponding coderivative results of Section 3 under additional assumptions.
By Proposition 4.3 this is definitely the case for order semicontinuous cost mappings provided also that the ordering cone 8 has the normality property imposed in Theorem 4.8.
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